Auditory physiology and behavior in RB/1bg, RB/3bg, and their F1 hybrid mice (Mus musculus): influence of genetics, age, and acoustic variables on audiogenic seizure thresholds and cochlear functions.
In the early 1950s, Frings and Frings began a process of selection for audiogenic seizure susceptibility and resistance in albino mice. The present study was conducted to examine behavioral and cochlear functions in the inbred descendants of these mice. The cochlear action potential (AP) thresholds of the susceptible RB/1bg inbred mice were abnormally high, and the resistant inbred RB/3bg mice had normal AP audiograms. The F1 hybrid showed heterosis for its cochlear function. Only the RB/1bg was susceptible to audiogenic seizures on the first acoustic exposure. Thresholds for the successive components of their audiogenic seizures were determined in response to narrow bands of noise. These paralleled the AP thresholds of RB/1bg mice (r = .89). This RB/1bg mouse showed little age-related cochlear loss, which probably accounts for its robust sensitivity to audiogenic seizures over most of its lifespan. Earlier studies had demonstrated that the susceptible RB line had a robust AP, but little or no cochlear microphonic (CM). The susceptible RB/1bg had well-defined AP and CM responses at low frequencies. The nonsusceptible RB/3bg mice were more resistant to acoustic priming than another mouse (CBA/J) strain with a similar audiometric profile.